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Ladies & Gentlemen, below please find this week’s edition of Executive Insight
Brief from The Roosevelt Group.
Craig R. Quigley
Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy (Ret.)
Executive Director
Hampton Roads Military and Federal Facilities Alliance
757-644-6324 (Office)
757-419-1164 (Mobile)
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TOP STORIES
TRUMP WILL WITHDRAW U.S. FROM PARIS CLIMATE AGREEMENT.
President Trump announced on Thursday that the United States would
withdraw from the Paris climate accord, weakening efforts to combat global
warming and embracing isolationist voices in his White House who argued that
the agreement was a pernicious threat to the economy and American
sovereignty. Read more
HOURS AFTER FIRES, 36 BODIES ARE FOUND AT MANILA CASINO.
Thirty-six bodies were found at the biggest hotel-casino in the Philippines after
a gunman carrying a container of gasoline set fires and touched off a mass
panic — hours after the authorities said that only the assailant had died. Read
more
GIANT ANTARCTIC ICEBERG 'HANGING BY A THREAD', SAY

SCIENTISTS. A giant section of an Antarctic ice shelf is hanging by a thread
and could break off at any moment, researchers have revealed. The split in
the Larsen C ice shelf of the Antarctic peninsula will release a huge iceberg
5,000 sq km in size – an area about a quarter of the size of Wales. Read more
PHYSICISTS FIND ANOTHER GRAVITATIONAL WAVE TO SUGGEST
EINSTEIN WAS RIGHT. Three billion years ago, two black holes collided to
form a larger one. In the process, they produced a massive wave rolling
through the fabric of space time at the speed of light. When the wave finally
arrived at Earth on January 4 this year, it had faded into a light tickle upon the
super-sensitive instruments of the Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave
Observatory, and for the third time ever, physicists observed a ripple in space
time known as a gravitational wave. Read more
GOOGLE IS ALREADY LATE TO CHINA’S AI REVOLUTION. Sitting on a
stage in Wuzhen, China, a historic city up the river from Shanghai, Google
chairman Eric Schmidt described what he called "the age of intelligence," but
he wasn't talking about human intelligence. He meant machine
intelligence. Read more
ADMINISTRATION
TRUMP ADMINISTRATION ASKS SUPREME COURT TO REVIVE TRAVEL
BAN. The Trump administration asked the Supreme Court late Thursday to
revive its revised ban that limits travelers visiting the United States from six
mostly Muslim countries. The move sets the stage for a constitutional
showdown over the president’s authority to make national security judgments
in the name of protecting Americans from terrorism. Read more
IN REJECTING POPULAR PARIS ACCORD, TRUMP BETS ON HIS BASE.
By a ratio of more than five to one, Americans in one recent poll said the
United States should participate in the Paris climate change agreement
that President Trump pulled out of on Thursday. Even a majority of
Republicans agreed. But in Mr. Trump’s calculation, withdrawing from the
accord will be a political winner. Read more
TRUMP RULE COULD DENY BIRTH CONTROL COVERAGE TO
HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF WOMEN. The Trump administration has

drafted a sweeping revision of the government’s contraception coverage
mandate that could deny birth control benefits to hundreds of thousands of
women who now receive them at no cost under the Affordable Care Act. Read
more
CONGRESS
THE REPUBLICAN HEALTHCARE BILL: WHAT'S NEXT IN CHALLENGE
TO OBAMACARE? Republicans rushed an updated version of their
healthcare plan through the House of Representatives earlier this month
without knowing how much it would cost or how many people would lose
insurance as a result. This week, the nonpartisan congressional budget office
released its assessment – and the accounting was bleak. Read more
DEMOCRATS SOUGHT INQUIRY OF TESTIMONY BY SESSIONS AT HIS
CONFIRMATION HEARING. Two Democratic senators disclosed on Thursday
that they had asked James B. Comey, the former F.B.I. director, to open a
criminal investigation into whether Attorney General Jeff Sessions perjured
himself when he falsely said at his confirmation hearing that he “did not have
communications with the Russians” last year. Read more
TRUMP SAYS GOP 'TAX BILL IS MOVING ALONG IN CONGRESS,' EVEN
THOUGH IT DOESN'T EXIST. President Donald Trump on Thursday praised
a Republican tax-reform bill that "is moving along in Congress," though
Congress is not yet considering a tax plan. Read more
POLITICS
DNC ALLIES INCENSED BY CLINTON CRITICISM. Irritated Democrats
say Hillary Clinton is wrong to cast blame on the national party for her loss
to Donald Trump. Allies of the Democratic National Committee (DNC) in
particular were incensed by Clinton’s criticism of the party apparatus, saying
she mischaracterized the committee’s work while needlessly stoking internal
divisions. Read more
SANDERS BACKER PREPARES TO CHALLENGE PAUL RYAN IN 2018. A
former campaign surrogate for Bernie Sanders is preparing to mount a bid to
challenge House Speaker Paul Ryan (R-Wis.) for his southeast Wisconsin

House seat, the Wall Street Journal reported Friday. Read more
JAMES COMEY TO TESTIFY BEFORE SENATE INTELLIGENCE
COMMITTEE ON 8 JUNE. James Comey is to testify on 8 June before the
Senate intelligence committee investigating Russian activities during last
year’s election. The committee said on Thursday that the former FBI
director, fired by President Trump last month, would testify in an open session,
which would be followed by a closed session. Read more
DEFENSE AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS
NAVY ACCEPTS DELIVERY OF USS GERALD R. FORD SUPERCARRIER.
The U.S. Navy has accepted the delivery of the $12.9 billion USS Gerald R.
Ford supercarrier after 12 years of construction and testing, the service
announced Thursday. The Ford has a larger flight deck than previous carriers,
giving it the ability to hold more aircraft, weapons and aviation fuel. It also has
new launch and recovery technology. Read more
CANADA SIGNALS IT WILL USE MILITARY EQUIPMENT TO RESIST U.S.
PROTECTIONIST MEASURES. The move could benefit European and other
non-U.S. companies that hope to supply the Canadian military. President
Donald Trump has slapped a new tariff on Canadian lumber and has
threatened similar action against its dairy products. Read more
PENTAGON: TEST SHOWS U.S. CAN OUTPACE NORTH KOREA MISSILE
THREAT THROUGH 2020. The Pentagon’s successful missile defense test
Tuesday showed that the United States can outpace an intercontinental
ballistic missile (ICBM) threat from North Korea and Iran through 2020,
according to the director of the Missile Defense Agency (MDA). Read more
ECONOMY AND FINANCE
U.S. ADDS FEWER JOBS THAN EXPECTED. A number of reports have
shown that U.S. growth in the first quarter was weak. Federal Reserve officials
have said they are monitoring the figures, but believe the slowdown is
temporary. But the 138,000 jobs added in May marked a sharp deceleration
from the average monthly gain of 181,000 over the previous 12 months. Read
more

WHITE HOUSE SPLITS WITH TREASURY ON CLEAN DEBT CEILING
HIKE. White House budget chief Mick Mulvaney is splitting from Treasury
Secretary Steven Mnuchin on the debt ceiling, saying he wants spending
reforms tied to an increase. Mulvaney’s stance is in line with that of the
Freedom Caucus, but it is unusual for a member of the administration to
contradict the Treasury secretary. Read more
U.S. TRADE GAP WIDENED 5% IN APRIL. As Americans stepped up
purchases of foreign goods such as cellphones and equipment, the trade gap
in goods and services with other nations increased 5.2% from a month earlier
to $47.62 billion, the Commerce Department said Friday. Imports grew 0.8%
while exports fell 0.3%. Read more
ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT
HOW TRUMP LEFT THE PARIS CLIMATE DEAL. President Trump’s
announcement on Thursday that he will withdraw the United States from the
Paris climate agreement is the culmination of a furious lobbying fight that
raged from the West Wing to corporate boardrooms. Read more
EPA HALTS OBAMA-ERA RULE ON METHANE POLLUTION. The EPA on
Wednesday said it had issued a 90-day stay of agency rules designed to limit
methane leaks at drilling sites, as well as rules setting standards for equipment
and employee certification. Read more
SHAREHOLDERS FORCE EXXONMOBIL TO COME CLEAN ON COST OF
CLIMATE CHANGE. ExxonMobil, the world’s biggest oil company, was
compelled by shareholders to be more open about the impact of climate
change on its business in a “historic” surprise vote on Wednesday. Some 62%
of shareholders voted for the resolution and against Exxon’s management at
the company’s annual meeting in Dallas, Texas. Read more
TECHNOLOGY
GOOGLE WILL HELP PUBLISHERS PREPARE FOR A CHROME AD
BLOCKER COMING NEXT YEAR. Google has told publishers it will give
them at least six months to prepare for a new ad-blocking tool the company is

planning to introduce in its Chrome web browser next year. The new setting,
which is expected to be switched on by default within the desktop and mobile
versions of Chrome, will prevent all ads from appearing on websites that are
deemed to provide a bad advertising experience for users. Read more
INTEL’S NEW PROCESSORS ARE BUILT FOR THE HIGH-POWERED
FUTURE OF PC’S. The Core-X series ticks off the usual performance gains,
with Intel claiming up to 10 percent faster multi-threaded and 15 percent
single-thread performance over its predecessor. But the focus falls to the topend, a  desktop chip so powerful that Intel carved out a new brand name for it:
the Core i9. Read more
APPLE’S WWDC 2017, A SIRI SPEAKER, IOS 11 AND WHAT ELSE TO
EXPECT. On Monday, Apple will kick off this year’s Worldwide Developers
Conference with a keynote presentation where, like every year, the company’s
top executives will take the stage to talk about their next big releases. This
year, there have been rumblings that we should expect some hardware news
including at least one brand new product. Read more

